Every visitor to the Metropolitan Museum, if he is fond of paintings, remembers a delightful portrait of a winning blond girl with a rosy skin who has paused in making a large drawing and is looking at the spectator as if he were her model. She is quite young, perhaps about sixteen to eighteen years old. The seriousness of her eyes contrasts with her gentle simplicity and gives her a vaguely dreamy air. She is seated before a window against the light, bathed in a faint penumbra, which instead of modeling her makes her almost transparent. 
One further detail should aid us in contesting the attribution to David, the broken pane of glass and the care that the painter has taken to distinguish between the portion of the view filtered through the glass and that which we see where the glass is lacking. Here is a preoccupation with fortuitous detail, a display of virtuosity, conveying a suspicion of pettiness totally foreign to the spirit of David.
There are in our picture many features that are like David, the harmony of rose and blue, the execution which does not entirely lack impasto, the ground made up of small vibrant touches. But these are conventions which by about 18oo had become part of the common property of most of David's pupils. It is indeed one of these pupils, Gerard, who uses complex backgrounds, interiors with a glimpse of landscape, who plays with these studied effects of contre-jour. Jean Baptiste Genty painted portraits, but most of them were miniatures. He was probably little known even in his own time, for the very dates of his birth and death are unrecorded. Besides, it seems highly unlikely that our portrait, full length and broadly treated, could be the work of a painter who was essentially a miniaturist.
This leaves Mme Charpentier, who showed several portraits which were catalogued under number 60. The Louvre register reveals that among these portraits there were two of women. One represents a lady having her lunch; the other is not described at all. But in the paper Finally, then, certain documents concerning the Salon of 18o0, in which Mlle du Val d'Ognes appeared-the printed catalogue, the handwritten register of the Louvre, Monsaldy's sketch and engraving, newspaper criticismshave afforded us the strongest reasons for rejecting the attribution of this remarkable portrait to David. At the same time they have led us to believe in the attribution to Madame Charpentier. Credible though it is, this assumption will not be verified until the day when some oil portraits by this artist are discovered. Meanwhile the notion that our portrait of Mile Charlotte may have been painted by a woman is, let us confess, an attractive idea. Its poetry, literary rather than plastic, its very evident charms, and its cleverly concealed weaknesses, its ensemble made up from a thousand subtle artifices, all seem to reveal the feminine spirit.
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